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General Meeting September 2019 
 

A General Meeting of the Waikato VHF Group 

will be held on 
 

Sunday, 21st July, 2019 at 1:30pm 
 

at the Silver Ferns Event Centre, (aka Te Aroha Events Centre), 44 Stanley Ave, Te Aroha.   

Click HERE for a location map of the venue. 

In the guest speaker slot will be Warren Harris ZL2AJ on  
 

"A Replacement for ‘540 Data Repeater on the Kaimais" 

 

Non members and visitors most welcome. 

NZART 

BRANCH 81 

www.zl1is.info 

http://www.zl1is.info/meetings.html
file:///C:/Users/home/Documents/Amateur%20Radio/Branch%2081/Newsletter/www.zl1is.info
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Coax 

 

We have 2 lengths of Rosenberger SL 012R PE coax for sale. Please contact ZL1PK for more 

info. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* * * * * * * * * * 

 

Repeaters/Beacons 

 

The Waikato VHF Group owns and maintains a number of repeaters and beacons in the 

greater Waikato and Bay of Plenty area. These are available for sponsorship for a period of 1 

year. Please see http://zl1is.info/sites.html for a list of repeaters, beacons & links that are 

currently available for sponsorship. If you are interested in sponsoring one of them, please 

contact our Secretary (ZL1GWP) or Treasurer (ZL1TAT). 

 

* * * * * * * * * * 

 

Good news for the two‐metre band 

 

From Radio Society of Great Britain ‐ August 30, 2019 

 

The past week has seen CEPT meet in Turkey, where it finalized positions on a wide range of 

WRC‐19 Agenda Items, including proposals for WRC‐23. After a major effort, the 144 to 

146MHz frequency range was successfully withdrawn from the French WRC‐23 aeronautical 

proposal. This hot topic had been the subject of detailed submissions by the IARU, France 

and Germany. This excellent result for amateur radio occurred in parallel to a number of 

other proposals being adopted to support aeronautical interests. 

 

* * * * * * * * * * 

http://zl1is.info/sites.html
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Germany hits back against French 144 MHz Aeronautical plans  

 

The German Administration has robustly responded to the attempts by France to have the 

amateur radio 144‐146 MHz band allocated to the Aeronautical Mobile Service.   In a paper 

submitted Monday, August 26, to the CEPT ECC CPG meeting taking place in Ankara, Germany 

stated: 

 

"Germany does not support the inclusion of the 144‐146 MHz primary allocated to the 

amateur service/amateur satellite service in the proposed WRC‐23 agenda item regarding a 

possible new allocation to the aeronautical mobile service for non‐safety applications."  

"Germany cannot determine a single realistic sharing scenario, not leading to serious mutual 

inter‐ ference on both sides and not seriously degrading the use of the 144‐146 MHz band." 

 

The full text of the German paper is here 

<https://www.cept.org/Documents/cpg/53066/cpg‐19‐info108_d‐ai10‐german‐view‐on‐144‐

146‐ mhz> 

* * * * * * * * * * 

 

 

Foundations of Amateur Radio 

Planning for an outing  

Recently I had the opportunity to use a new radio whilst I was far away from my shack. It 

wasn't unexpected, I took the radio with me, planned for the experience and packed light 

with intent.  

My original packing included a 10m length of coax, my analyser, some antenna weights, wire, 

rope, power leads, BNC adaptors, barrel connectors and a balun. Total weight came in at about 

7kg. More than double the weight of the radio itself. The biggest weight came with the coax, 

so that stayed home. Got rid of all the "what-if" adaptors, dumped the antenna weights, 

dumped the balun and the analyser, added an un-un, and a multimeter and came in at just 

under 5kg.  

The idea was to operate from the car, chuck a long-wire into a tree and make noise.  

Then I got to where I was going and learnt that there were lots of SOTA peaks nearby. If 

you're not familiar with SOTA, it stands for Summits On The Air and it's a way of 

encouraging people to go out and make noise while also encouraging others to listen out for 

your activation of a nearby peak. As an aside, it's separate but closely related to WWFF, 

World Wide Flora and Fauna, since peaks are often in National Parks and who wouldn't want 

an excuse to activate two things in one sitting?  

https://www.cept.org/Documents/cpg/53066/cpg‐19‐info108_d‐ai10‐german‐view‐on‐144‐146‐%20mhz
https://www.cept.org/Documents/cpg/53066/cpg‐19‐info108_d‐ai10‐german‐view‐on‐144‐146‐%20mhz
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One of the most basic rules of SOTA is that all equipment must be operated from a portable 

power source (batteries, solar cells, etc). Operation is expressly forbidden using permanently 

installed power sources or fossil-fuel generators of any kind.  

That of course means that using the battery in a car is not allowed, though I suppose I could 

unbolt the battery from the engine bay, but I'm pretty sure that the hire-car company would 

frown on that plan.  

I set about attempting to find out how much power the radio actually draws at 5 Watt, and 

how much battery I'd need to activate a peak.  

Given that my shack wasn't where I was, I couldn't just plug it into my fancy power supply 

and read the power draw from the display, should have done that before I left. Shoulda, 

Coulda, Woulda. I resorted to asking the community, but that was dependent on the kindness 

of strangers.  

Another hitch was the battery. I came up with the brilliant plan to use one of those high-

capacity jump start boxes, 18Ah or so. Picked the one I liked the best, figured out if I could 

ship it back to my shack on return, since it likely couldn't fly, both from a weight and a 

dangerous goods perspective and found a supplier locally - well 108km away - and then, me 

being me, I downloaded the user manual, and learnt that what I wanted to do, power my radio, 

was expressly, strongly, not recommended, fear of explosion and the like.  

Planning foiled.  

I still wanted to operate, contest to be attempted, SOTA be damned. How could I operate 

and not fear that I'd be draining the car battery?  

A cigarette lighter mounted Volt meter!  

So, now I can connect the radio directly to the battery in the car and check the voltage 

whilst I'm operating.  

Now all I need is a parking spot with a nearby tree or gazebo and no noisy neighbours or 

overhead power lines.  

I'll let you know how I go.  

I'm Onno VK6FLAB 


